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We flear a loud HEARTBEAT, followed by the WOMB SONG. 
The SWISHING sounds of EMBRYONIC FLUID. 

FADE IN: 

bJe see a -N FETUS, two months of age. A VOICE can be heard as 
we explore this new life. 

JODY (V.O.) 
There's this psychologist, a lady named Dr. Francis 
Crest Welsing, she has a theory about the Black man in 
America. She says essentially the Black man in this 
country is a "baby", a not yet fully formed being who 
has not realized his full potential. To support her 
claims she offers the following: 

MUSIC:"Smer Madness" by KOOL AND THE GANG starts 

INT. YVETTE 'S AP.wTMEP?T - DAY 

YVETTE, twenty, a fine looking young girl, cursing and doing the 
sista headroll. She looks startled and runs as JODY, twenty, 
comes forward with a RAISED FIST. Jody chases Yvette from the 
living room dom a hall and into the bedroom where he pins her 
do.*% and acts as though he is gonna SOCK her with his fist. 
As he holds his FIST up we FREEZE FRQlE. 

JODY (V.O.) 
First off, what does a Black man call his 
woman? . . .  momma. 

EXT. SWEETPEA'S HOUSE - DAY 

Jody is in a backyard bench pressing some iron weights 

SWEETPZA, twenty-four, thick arms, body by California State Penal 
System, stands over Jody holding check as he tames the iron. 
It's a backyard but feels more like a prison rec area. 

The men laugh, roll dice, and smoke weed 

JODY (V.O.) 
Secondly, what does a Black man call his 
closest acquaintances, . . .  His boys. 

INT. SUMMERS HOUSE - DAY 

Jody comes into the house. Flops down on the couch, lays down, 
curls up in the FETAL POSITION. We hear the embryonic fluid- 
flowing LOUDLY as we move into him getting comfortable. 

J O D Y  ( V . 0 . )  
And finally, what does a Black man call 
his place of residence? . . .  His crib 

(CONTINUED) 












































































































































































































































